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An M-group is a finite group all of whose complex irreducible characters 
are induced from a linear character of some subgroup. Much is known 
about M-groups (see Huppert [S, Sect. 18 of Chap. V] or Isaacs [6] for 
instance). M-groups are solvable but every finite solvable group is a 
subgroup of an M-group. So as a class, M-groups are not subgroup-closed. 
Examples by Dornhoff [4] and Dade [3] show that the class of M-groups 
is not a formation, Fitting class, nor is even closed under taking normal 
subgroups. 
For inductive use of M-groups, considering M-groups all of whose sub- 
groups are M-groups seem expeditious. These have been examined by Price 
[8, Theorem 1.51. This extra restriction makes the class more useful and 
interesting to investigate. Certainly this is a strong restriction, but Schacher 
and Seitz [9] have shown there is an infinite set n of primes such that all 
x-groups are M-groups. Clearly, this set of n-groups is subgroup-closed. 
They even characterize the largest saturated subgroup-closed formation of 
odd order M-groups. We investigate here other closure properties of the 
class of groups all of whose subgroups are M-groups. Theorem 2.5 shows 
that the subclass of these groups with Sylow p-subgroups of class at most 
2 is a formation. However, the class itself is not a formation since we give 
the required example in Section 3. 
1. PRELIMINARIES, NOTATION, AND PRESUMPTIONS 
Our notation is supposed to be standard, consistent with that of 
Huppert [S] and Isaacs [6]. 
For convenience in discussing subclasses of the class of M-groups, we 
presume familiarity with the standard closure operations Q, S, S,, R,, N, 
(see [ 1,2] for instance). Thus a formation is a class closed under both Q 
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and R,, and a Fitting class is a class closed under both S, and N,. All 
groups considered are finite. 
The class of M-groups is Q-closed, of course, but is not closed under any 
of S, SN, R,, or N, by results of Dornhoff [4, p. 2541 and Dade [3]. We 
let J# denote the class of M-groups. So M-groups and A-groups are the 
same. Let .,@ denote the class of groups all of whose subgroups are 
,&‘-groups. These groups are characterized by Theorem 1.5 of Price [8]. 
Our article investigates closed subclasses in ,,@. 
There is much known about A-groups and about groups that are not 
&‘-groups but all proper subgroups and quotient groups are &-groups. 
Such groups are known as minimal non-&-groups. Theorem 1.6 of Price 
[S] has been studied and relined by Van der Waall [lo]. It complicates 
matters somewhat hat some of Van der Waall’s articles were subsequently 
found to have some flaws. In [lo] Van der Waall attempts to remedy these 
flaws. We have taken time to corroborate that the parts in earlier work to 
which Van der Waall refers in [lo] are correct. The facts about these 
minimal non-A-groups that are used later are collected and stated here for 
convenience. 
We use the notation F(G) = Fitting subgroup of G and @(G) = Frattini 
subgroup of G. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. (i) Let R be an extraspecial p-group with 
Q<Aut(R) such that (lQ[, IRI)=l, Q acts irreducibly on R/@(R), and 
[Q, G(R)] = 1. Then Q K R, the semidirect product of R with Q, is not an 
M-group. 
(ii) A solvable minimal non-&‘-group G has a unique minimal normal 
subgroup which is central and has a normal extraspecial p-subgroup R (p is 
a prime) such that R/@(R) is a chief section in G and C,(R/@(R)) = F(G); 
if, in addition, the Sylow 2-subgroups of G have class at most 2, then 
(IG/R(, p) = 1, F(G) = R, and Z(G)=@(G)=@(R) is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of G. 
(iii) In each solvable minimal non-&-group G, G/G’ is a q-group for 
some prime q. 
ProoJ (i) The irreducible characters of R are well known (See Satz 
16.14 in Chapter V of [S].) If IRI =p2”‘+‘, then R has p2m linear characters 
and p - 1 irreducible characters of degree pm, each of which is fully ramified 
over Z(R), and so each non-linear character is invariant under Q. Hence 
by Corollary 6.28 of [6], each non-linear irreducible character of R extends 
to an irreducible character of Q K R. But Q is irreducible on R/@(R) and 
so Q K R has no subgroup of index p”. Thus none of the extensions of the 
nonlinear irreducible characters of R to Q K R are monomial. 
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(ii) For the first statement, we refer directly to the structure of F(G) 
where G is a solvable minimal non-A-group as given in the Main Theorem 
of [lo]. 
Now, in addition, suppose the Sylow 2-subgroups of G have class at 
most 2. In cases 3(b)-(d) of the Main Theorem of [lo], F(G) = R and 
(IG/R(, IRI)= 1. In case 3(a), the same conclusion follows by noting that 
even in case p = 2 and F(G) is a central product of R and a (possibly 
trivial) cyclic 2-group C, since R is normal and (G/F(G)\ is an odd prime, 
there would be, by part (i), a proper subgroup which is not an A-group, 
if (Cl > 2. Moreover, in cases 3(a)-3(d) of the Main Theorem of [lo], that 
Z(G) = @(G) = Q(R) follows from the fact that R/@(R) is a chief factor of 
G. On the other hand, in case 3(e) of the Main Theorem of [lo], F(G) is 
a central product of R and a (possibly trivial) cyclic 2-group C. Since 
C < Z(G), we can eliminate case 3(e) by showing that the Sylow 2-sub- 
groups of G have class 3 in this case. In case 3(e) of the Main Theorem of 
[lo], if x E G such that xF(G) has order 2 in the dihedral group G/F(G), 
[Ix, R/@(R)] # 1, since F(G) = C,(R/@(R)). Thus [x, R] 4 Q(R) = Z(R) 
and so [x, R, R] # 1. Thus case 3(e) does not occur under our hypothesis. 
(iii) Use the notation of Main Theorem of [lo] with G a solvable 
minimal non-A-group. In cases 3(a)-(d), R/@(R) is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of G/@(R) where R = F(G) is an extraspecial p-group. 
Hence R < G’. From this it follows in cases 3(a)-(d) that G/G’ is a q-group 
for some prime q. 
In case 3(e), IGJ = 2”s for CI a positive integer and s an odd prime. G has 
the dihedral group of order 2s as a quotient. Consequently G/G’ is 2-group. 
2. MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we consider classes of s-groups. In looking at subclasses 
of J? with a closure property, it is no loss to consider intersections with A$! 
and classes of solvable groups with the property. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let 8 = 9 n 2 where 9 is an S-closed formation. Zf 
G E R,(d)\d of minimal order, then 
(1) G has minimal normal subgroups MI, M, with G/M, E 6’ for 
i= 1, 2. 
(2) Each proper subgroup of G is an A-group. 
(3) There is a primitive character x of G such that G/ker x is a mini- 
mal non-A-group and ker x contains only one minimal normal subgroup 
ofG. 
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Proof (1) This is the standard routine reduction. (2) Since d is 
S-closed, if H < G, then, for i = 1,2, H/H n Mi z HM,/M,g G/M,. By 
minimality of G, HE 8. (3) Since 9 is a formation, G must fail to be an 
A-group. Choose x such that IG/ker ~1 is minimal among those non- 
monomial irreducible characters of G. G/ker x is not an A-group but all its 
proper subgroups are. Thus G/ker x is a minimal non-A-group. Hence 
ker x # 1, since by Proposition l.l(ii) a minimal non-A-group has a 
unique minimal normal subgroup. Moreover neither M, nor M, is 
contained in ker x. 
Suppose N is a minimal normal subgroup of G with N6 ker x. For 
i = 1, 2, G/M,N E 6 and so, by minimality of G, G/M, N n M, N E 6. Since 
G/Nr$ 8, M, N = M, N, and so ker 2 n M, M, = N is the only minimal 
normal subgroup of G contained in ker x. 
Before proceeding to our main results, we pause to point out some other 
conclusions one may infer from our arguments. Recall that d-groups are 
contained in the Fitting formation of all solvable groups. 
2.2. COROLLARY. If M,, M, are normal subgroups of G such that 
([MI/, lM2/)= 1, G/M,EJfor i= 1, 2, then GEJ?. 
This is not an immediate corollary of Lemma 2.1 but instead follows by 
its proof. The standard routine reduction allows us to assume that M, and 
M, are minimal normal subgroups of G. Next observe that each proper 
subgroup H < G can be assumed to be an A-group since the coprimeness 
of two normal subgroups are preserved through the induction. Now we 
may follow the proof in Lemma 2.1, almost line by line, and reach the 
conclusion: M, N = M2 N, where N is the minimal normal subgroup of G 
contained in ker x. Thus M, z M, which contradicts ((M, 1, I M,I ) = 1. 
Similar to the above argument in Corollary 2.2, utilizing that a minimal 
non-&-group has a unique minimal normal subgroup which is central (see 
Proposition l.l), we obtain two other corollaries. 
2.3. COROLLARY. Suppose that M,, M, are two normal subgroups of G 
such that M, n M, = 1, G/M, E A- for i = 1, 2, and no G-chief factor below 
M, is G-isomorphic to one below M,. Also assume that each proper subgroup 
of G is an &?-group. Then G is an d-group. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Suppose that M,, M, are two normal subgroups of G 
with M, n M, = 1 such that G/M, E A- f or i = 1,2 and there is no central 
chief factor below M, M,. Also assume that each proper subgroup of G is an 
d-group. Then G is an d-group. 
Finally we develop, for a suitable choice of 9, the shape of a purported 
minimal counterexample in RO(&‘)\& in order to show a contradiction. By 
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Zorn’s Lemma there are maximal formations of J-groups, but we do not 
know our &’ in Theorem 2.5 is such. However, the example in the final 
section of this article shows the class restrictions of Sylow p-subgroups 
must exist implicitly. 
Recall that for a given group G, the nilpotent residual of G, denoted by 
G&-^, is the smallest normal subgroup of G such that G/G”t* is nilpotent. 
Let 9 = {G 1 for each odd prime p, the Sylow p-subgroups of G-’ have 
class at most 2; the Sylow 2-subgroups of G have class at most 2). 
It is straightforward to check 9 is an S-closed formation. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let B be as defined above. Then 8 =F n A@ is a 
formation. 
Proof. As mentioned above, 9 is an S-closed formation. So we invoke 
our Lemma 2.1. A group G of minimal order of R,(8)\& would have the 
following properties: (1) G has two minimal normal subgroups 44, and M2 
with G/M, E 8 for i = 1,2, (2) each proper subgroup of G is an A-group, 
and (3) there is primitive character x of G such that G/ker x is a minimal 
non-M-group and ker x contains only one minimal normal subgroup of G. 
Call this minimal normal subgroup N. Then G/N is not an d-group. Since 
neither M, nor M2 is contained in ker x, M, ker X/ker x = M2 ker X/ker x 
is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G/ker x as specified in Proposi- 
tion l.l(ii). From there, also, we note that M, and M, are central in G. But 
then N Q M, M, is central. 
Let p = \M, ) = 1 NI. If ker x 4 @i(G), there is a maximal subgroup S of G 
such that G = ker x. S. But then G/ker x 2 S/S n ker x is an &‘-group by 
Lemma 2.1(2). Thus ker x < @(G) and hence is nilpotent. But ker x 
contains only one minimal normal subgroup of G and so ker x is a p-group. 
The Sylow 2-subgroups of G have class at most 2. From Proposi- 
tion l.l(ii), M, ker X/ker x = Z(G/ker x) and so G= RQ, where R is the 
normal Sylow p-subgroup of G and (IQl, p) = 1. Furthermore, R/ker x is 
an extraspecial p-group upon whose Frattini quotient group Q acts 
irreducibly and faithfully. 
Let Z 6 G such that Z/ker x is the unique minimal normal subgroup of 
G/ker x. Since Z/ker x = Z(G/ker x) by Proposition l.l(ii), if H Q Z, then 
[H, G] < ker x. 
We next note Z(G) = Z(R). Certainly Z(G) is a p-group and so 
Z(G) < R. From [S, Chap. IV, 13.31, Z(R) = C,,,,(Q) x [Z(R), Q]. Now 
N G G,,,(Q). S’ mce Z(R) < Z and [Z(R), Q] is Q-invariant, [Z(R), Q] is 
a normal subgroup of G contained in ker x. However, Nn [Z(R), Q] = 1, 
and so, by the uniqueness of N as minimal normal subgroup of G 
contained in ker x, [Z(R), Q] = 1. So C,,,,(Q) = Z(R) and Z(G) = Z(R). 
It is also true that @(R) = @(G) = Z. Since ker x < G(G), by Proposi- 
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tion 1.1, Z/ker x = @(G/ker x) = @(G)/ker x. Then certainly @(R) < G(G). 
By Maschke’s Theorem, R/@(R) is completely reducible as a Q-module 
and so if @(R) < Q(G), R/@(R) = @(G)/@(R) x T/@(R) for some T-c R, T 
is Q-invariant. Then G= @(G)(TQ). But then, G = TQ, contrary to order 
considerations. Hence @(G) = @(R) also. 
Next we claim R d G,Y and so R has class 2. Since R/@(R) is a 
chief section of G, @(R)(G.‘. n R) is either R or Q(R). In the first case, 
G,‘nR=R and thus RGG,~-. In the second case, G-” n R Q Q(R). So 
[R, G,“] < Q(R). Since Q acts on R/@(R) faithfully, C,(R/@(R)) = R and 
so G-” < R. Now it follows that @(R) = @(R) . (G-“^ n R) = @(R) . G,“- and 
Get- < Q(G). But it is clearly a contradiction since G/@(R) is not nilpotent. 
Since R has class 2, R’ < Z(R). However, R/R’ is indecomposable as a 
Q-group since R/@(R) is. And so if Z(R) = Z(G) # R’, R/R’ = C,,,,(Q) x 
[R/R’, Q]. Thus C,,,(Q) = R/R’, contrary to structure of G. So R’= 
Z(G) = Z(R). 
Now M, M, < Z(R) = R’ and so choose W < R’ such that R’/ W is a chief 
factor of G and M, < W. 
We know Z = @(R) = RPR’ and R has class 2. We want to show that 
Z/W< Z(R/ W). It is here only needed that for r E R, rp WE Z(R/W). But 
for XE R, [x, rp] = [x, rlP E W since R’/W is a chief factor of G. So we 
have Z/W=Z(R/W). 
In particular, Z/W is abelian and so Z/W= C,,,(Q) x [Z/W, Q]. 
[Z/W, Q] = [Z, Q] W/W is G-invariant since it is contained in Z(R/ W) 
and is Q-invariant. Also C,,(Q) = C,(Q)/ W = R’/ W. 
Hence [Z, Q] Wn R’F W and consequently R/[Z, Q] W is non-abelian. 
We have Z/[Z, Q] W E Z(G)/ W= R’/ W is a central minimal normal 
subgroup of G/[Z, Q] W. R/Z remains a Q-irreducible elementary abelian 
p-group. Thus R/[Z, Q J W is an extraspecial p-group. 
Therefore G/[-Z, Ql W= (R/[-T Q)l WNQCZ, Ql WC.5 Ql WI is a 
non-J-group by Proposition 1.1(i). But M, < W and G/M, is an 
A-group, a contradiction. This completes the proof that d is a formation. 
The dual questions about Fitting classes of z-groups seem of interest 
too. There is a result dual to Corollary 2.2. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose that G = M, . M, where Mi u G and Mj E A$? 
for i= 1, 2. If(I.G/M,(, IG/M,I)= 1, then GEM. 
Proof Note that by standard routine reduction we may suppose 
that both M, and M, are maximal normal subgroups of any minimal 
counterexample G. 
Then let W<G. Since IW: WnMil=IMiW:Mil for i=l,2, either 
WdM, for i=l or i=2, or W=(WnM,)(WnM,). In either case, 
WE 3. Thus G is a minimal non-&-group. This contradicts the fact that 
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in a minimal non&‘-group G, G/G’ has only one prime divisor, our 
Proposition 1.1 (iii). 
The question about S-closed Fitting classes contained in A? can be 
deferred by the established theory of Bryce and Cossey [ 11; a subgroup 
closed Fitting class of solvable groups is a saturated formation. The paper 
by Schacher and Seitz [9] deals with the groups of odd order in such a 
formation. 
It seems of interest to know whether N,,N*uG with (INil, IN*l)= 1 
and G/N,E A implies that GE A. Recently, we have found a counter- 
example to this implication. This example relies on different type of 
techniques and will be presented in a subsequent article. The dual problem 
of whether M,,M,qG with (lG:M,I, lG:M,l)=l and Mica! implies 
GE A!, is unsolved by us. 
3. EXAMPLE 
Here we construct a group T with minimal normal subgroups T, and D 
such that T/T, and T/D are X-groups, but T is not. That the Sylow 
2-subgroups of T have class 3 shows the strength of the hypothesis in 
Theorem 2.5. 
We proceed in 3 steps: 
Step 1. There is a group L of order 29 and an automorphism c( of L 
with O(E) = 5 which satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) L’ is an elementary abelian 2-group of rank 5, L/L’ is elemen- 
tary abelian, and L/L’ is irreducible under (M). 
(ii) Z(L) < L’ with lZ(L)( = 2 and consequently L’ is indecom- 
posable under (tl ) K L. 
(iii) L’/Z(L) is irreducible under (a). 
Step 2. There is a 2-group P of order 21° and an automorphism /3 of 
P with o(p) = 5 satisfying: 
(i) P’ is elementary abelian of rank 6, P/P’ is elementary abelian. 
(ii) P’ = T, x U where both T, and U are normal in (8) K P and 
1 T, I = 2. 
(iii) Z(P) = T, x T, where T2 < U and 1 T,I = 2. 
(iv) PIP’ and U/T, are irreducible under (/I). 
Step 3. The group T = (8) K P has minimal normal subgroups T, 
and D such that TIT, and T/D are A-groups but T is not an A-group. 
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Before proceeding, in order to prescribe some calculations, it is necessary 
to be explicit about our semidirect product construction. The reader might 
consult [7, pp. 104-1051 to see why our notation is chosen thus. 
For a group Y and B < Aut Y, we use Bcx Y for the semidirect 
product-the underlying set is B x Y with product 
Here automorphism of Y are written as exponents on the right. So inter- 
nally conjugation of y (identified with (1, v)) by the element b (identified 
with (b, l)), bP’yb = yb, the image of y under the automorphism b. 
Let F denote the field of order 2. 
Construction-Step 1. Let A = (a, b, c, d) be an elementary abelian 
group of order 24. A has an automorphism 
d -+ abed and easily o(a) = 5. 
Consider F[A], the group algebra, as a regular right A-module 
A-action exponentially too). For f= Cit, X, E F(A), xi E A define 
f"=E*EI xi)’ = CieIxg. Note for 
(write 
ti’ by 
f=c xieF[A] and ~EA, 
iel 
This shows the semidirect product (a) K A acts on the abelian group 
F[A], identifying a with Cr and elements of A with their right regular 
action. 
Let M=((cc)KA)KF[A]. We propose to find LdAF[A] which is 
invariant under (a) and satisfies conditions specified in Step 1. To be 
careful, F[A] will be written additively, (a) K A = (a) A, multiplicatively, 
and the ordered pair notation will be maintained in M = ( (a ) A ) K F[A 1. 
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Let z=CREA g. Certainly (1, z) E Z(M). Further, let 
z,=1+a+b+c+ab+ac+bc+abc 
z?=l +h+c+d+bc+bd+cd+bcd 
z3=1 +c+d+ab$cd+abc+abd+abcd 
z4= 1 +a+d+ad+bc+abc+bcd+abcd. 
By direct calculation, observe that for 1 d i f 4 the cosets of (1, zi) in 
AF[A]/((l,z)) are central, and zT=z*, z;=z3, z:=zq, zi=z+z, +z,+ 
zj + z‘j. 
Thus letting K=((l,z),(1,zi)ll~i~4), KaM, \Kl=25, and 
K/( (1, z)) is irreducible under ((a, 0)). 
Next we choose 
gl=(u, l+b+d+abd+bcd+abcd) 
g,=(b,a+c+ac+bc+bd+cd) 
g,=(c,a+b+ab+ac+abd+bcd) 
g, = (d, 1 + b + bc + abc + acd + bed), elements of M. 
Calculation verifies that 
Let L = (K, g,, g,, g,, g4) d M. The identities above imply L is nor- 
malized by (a, 0), L/K is an elementary abelian group of order 24, and 
K= L’. Thus (L( = 2’ and L’ is an elementary abelian group of order 25. 
Also L/L’ and L’/( ( 1, z) ) are irreducible under ((a, 0)). 
Certainly (( 1, z)) <Z(L). Note that L has an ((a, 0)>-composition 
series 1 < (( 1, z) ) < K < L. Since Z(L) is also ( (tl, 0) )-invariant, 
IZ(L)I = 2 or IZ(L)I 2 25. If [Z(L)\ > 25, L=Z(L)K since K/((l, z)) is 
(a, 0)-irreducible and K 4 Z(L). But from above K = G(L), the Frattini 
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subgroup of L. Hence L = Z(L). Since this is clearly false, Z(L) = (( 1, z) ) 
has order 2. 
This verifies the several conditions specified in Step 1. 
Construction-Step 2. Let L be the group constructed in Step 1 with 
G = (a) K L. Let E be the extraspecial group of order 2’ which is 
the central product of a dihedral and a quaternion group. By [ll, 
Theorem lc)], E has an automorphism y with o(y) = 5. Let H = (y) K E. 
Finally let J be the unique primitive group of order 24 ‘5. 
There are epimorphisms 
with ker ~1, = L’ and ker pz = Z(E) = E’. 
Let T<GxH, T={(g,h)(pI(g)=pz(h)}. (Tl<2”.5 and T has a 
normal Sylow-2-subgroup. Let P be the Sylow 2-subgroup of T. Letting p 
be an element of order 5 in T, conjugation by fl induces an automorphism 
of order 5 on P. 
First note that Z(L) x Z(E) 6 P and since P is subdirect in L x E, 
Z(L) x Z(E) = Z(P). 
Also, P/(L’ x Z(E)) = P/( L’ x E’) is abelian and so P’ < L’ x Z(E). By 
projecting onto L, L’ g (P/l x Z(E))’ = P’( 1 x Z(E))/( 1 x Z(E)). Thus 
IL’xZ(E)I = IP’(1 xZ(E))I and so L’xZ(E)=P’(l xZ(E)). 
To see that 1 x Z(E) ,< P’, observe that, if not, then IP’I = 2’. Since 
P/L’ x 1 z E, L’ x 1 # P’ and so P’ A (L’ x 1) is a @)-invariant subgroup 
of L’ x 1 of order 24. However, @)-invariance in L’ x 1 is equivalent to 
( CI )-invariance in L’. Moreover, P’ n (L’ x 1) is normalized by L x 1 since 
P is subdirect in L x E. Hence P’ n (L’ x 1) is an (U ) L-invariant subgroup 
in L’ x 1. This contradicts the indecomposability of L’, part (ii) of Step 1. 
So 1 x Z(E) < P’ and consequently L’ x Z(E) = P’. 
Then to establish the provisions in Step 2, P’ is elementary abelian of 
rank 6. Let U=L’xl, T,=lxZ(E), T,=Z(L)xl. Clearly (p) acts 
nontrivially and hence irreducibly on P/P’ and U/T,. 
The conditions in Step 2 can now be verified. 
Construction-Step 3. Let T be the group given in Step 2. T= P(p), 
Z(T) = T, x T, has order 4. Let D be the diagonal subgroup in T, x T2, 
D u T. 
First we will show that T/T, and T/D are x-groups. To that end, 
consider M < T. If M is a 2-group, M is an A-group. If M is not a 
2-group, in order to verify that M is an M-group, we may suppose BE M 
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and MnP is normalized by (/I). Then PnMfP’ and so PnM is 
abelian. But then, by say 6.25 of [6], M is an A-group. So every proper 
subgroup of T is an A-group. 
Next we show that both TIT, and T/D have a unique minimal normal 
subgroup. This follows the same line of argument as in Step 2. A chief 
factor of T in P has order 2 or order 24. A chief factor, in the latter case, 
cannot be a minimal subgroup of either T/T, or T/D, since Step 2(iii) and 
(iv) imply U does not have a rank 4 T-invariant subgroup. 
Finally T/Z(T) has the property that each proper quotient is an 
&!-group. Each proper subgroup, as noted above, is also an A-group. 
Thus if T/Z(T) were not an A-group, T/Z(T) would be a minimal non- 
A-group, but P/Z(T) is not extraspecial. So by Proposition 1.1, T/Z(T) is 
an &--group. 
Now apply the same argument to T/T, and T/D. By above, each proper 
quotient and subgroup is an d-group. If either was not an A-group, it 
would be a minimal non-d-group. However, both P/T, and P/D have 
class 3 and so by Proposition 1.1, both T/T, and T/D must be d-groups. 
Consequently, T/T, and T/D are J-groups. 
On the other hand, T is not an A-group since T/L’ x 1 g H is not an 
A-group. 
While this completes the example, a few concluding remarks seem in 
order. The construction in Step 1 is presented as only computation. 
However, that such computation could work depends on structure of 
the principle indecomposable block of F[J] (F and J in notation of the 
example). In Oberwolfach in August of 1988, John Cossey believed there 
to be the nontrivial FCC,]-module in the third socle layer of the principle 
block of F[J]. Certainly we appreciate Cossey’s insight and input. Our 
presentation limits any generality in this example. We do not know the 
whole situation here, but our belief is further clarification would require 
some very specific knowledge about the principle indecomposable block 
that seems unavailable currently. 
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